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the afterglow blast wave 

shown: lab frame density 
Initial half opening angle 0.2 rad / 11 degrees 
start Lorentz factor 25 
medium number density 1 cm^-3, jet energy 1.25e50 erg 



overall dynamics afterglow blast wave 
Self-similar stage: 
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2D+ RHD simulations done by e.g.: Granot et al. 2001; Cannizzo et al. 2004;  
Zhang & MacFadyen 2006, 2009; Meliani et al. 2007, 2010; Van Eerten e.a. 2010-2013;   
Ramirez-Ruiz & MacFadyen 2010; Wygoda e.a. 2011; De Colle et al. 2012; Mimica e.a. 2009; ... 
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global scale invariance in energy & density 
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Van Eerten et al. 2011, van Eerten & MacFadyen 2012 
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global scale invariance in energy & density 
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Van Eerten et al. 2011, van Eerten & MacFadyen 2012 



Initial shell extremely thin: Δ𝑅~
𝑅

𝛾2
 

numerically tricky... since we want  𝛾 ≫ 1/𝜃 

De Colle et al. 2012 



So lets give grid a Lorentz boost! 

fully resolved at 𝛾 ≫ 100 



Now to deal with the middle part ... 

Boosted simulations: van Eerten & MacFadyen 2012, MacFadyen & van Eerten 2013 (in prep) 
analytical model e.g.: Granot & Piran 2012 (shown); Wygoda et al. 2012; Rhoads 1999, ... 

(Lorentz factor 500, frame boost 50, opening angle 0.01 rad / 0.57 deg) 



simulation vs. analytical assumptions 

• Inhomogeneous blast wave front 
• spreading speed < sound speed 



Blast wave synchrotron emission 



Two types of afterglow ‘jet’ break 

𝛾~1/𝜃 
1. width beaming cones 
2. onset of spreading 

seen in lab frame 

1. The EDGE effect (beaming cones) 

2. The SPREADING effect 



Simulation + synchrotron linear radiative transfer 
= light curves 

(boosted frame simulation plus sharp power law fits) 

van Eerten & MacFadyen (2013) 

Jet break 



Therefore, even small observer angles are important 
A completely typical Swift long GRB afterglow seen from two different angles: 

0.1 radian jet seen ON-AXIS 0.1 radian jet seen ON-EDGE 

HJvE, MacFadyen & Zhang (2011)  AIP Conf. Proc, 1358, 173  

“the odds that a Swift light curve from a randomly oriented 

0.1 radian jet at z = 2.23 will exhibit a jet break at the 3s level are only 12 percent” 

Explains missing Swift jet break issue (Racusin 2009, Kocevski & Butler 2008) 



When you can fit the break: Very steep post-break slope ISM case 

before jet break, 
below cooling break 

after jet break, 
below cooling break 

before jet break, 
above cooling break 

after jet break, 
above cooling break H
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So what do simulations teach us? 

𝛾~1/𝜃 
1. width beaming cones 
2. onset of spreading 

1. The EDGE effect (beaming cones) 

2. The SPREADING effect 



light curve scale invariance 

Allows for simulation-based fitting  
(talk Binbin Zhang, poster Geoff Ryan) 
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light curve scale invariance 
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(talk Binbin Zhang, poster Geoff Ryan) 



more complex initial geometry? 

Jet plus cocoon 
 
Bromberg et al. 2011 (shown) 
Zhang, W et al. 2003 
Morsony et al. 2007 
Mizuta & Aloy 2009 

Structured jets,  
multi-component jets etc. 
 
Frail et al. 2000 
Lipunov et al. 2001 
Rossi et al. 2002,  
Berger et al. 2003 
Granot 2005 
.... 



Further initial complications? 

Massive initial shells (“fireballs”) 
Meszaros & Rees 1994 
Duffell & MacFadyen 2013 (shown, poster) 
Kobayashi et al. 1999 
etc... 

Magnetized shells 
Mimica & Giannios 2010 (shown) 
Lyutikov 2011 
Granot 2012 
... 



 
etc... 

 

environments? (wind, ISM, intermediate...?) 

De Colle et al. 2012 Curran et al. 2009 

e.g. Granot & Sari 2001; van Eerten et al. 2009, (shown) 2012 



What if the environment is messy? 

Interacting winds  
(Mimica & Giannios 2011) 

3D stellar wind structure 
van Marle et al. 2012 

erratic late time mass loss (massive shell) 
Mesler et al. 2012 

wind termination shock 
Eldridge et al. 2006 (shown) 

van Marle et al. 2006 
Pe’er & Wijers 2006 

... 



numerically resolved blast waves typically show no flares 
from circumburst medium interaction 

Gat et al. 2013 Mimica & Giannios 2011 

Nakar & Granot 2007 van Eerten et al. 2009 



Other options for flares 

Maxham & Zhang 2009 Vlasis et al. 2011 

Late shells catching up: 

or maybe magnetic and/or late time engine origin? 
• magnetic reconnection within ejecta? (e.g. Giannios 2006) 
• magnetic reconnection, or something else from long lasting engine? 
• late time accretion? (e.g. Perna et al 2006) 
• density fluctuations within ejecta (Rich Harrison’s talk) 
• etc... but should match observed profiles and scaling arguments 

(Chincarini et al. 2010, Margutti et al. 2011, Ioka 2005, Kocevski et al 2007.... etc) 



Circumburst interactions more suitable 
to explain the `oddballs’? 

“Oddballs”: Evans et al. 2009, large XRT sample 
XRT website  http://www.swift.ac.uk/xrt_curves/ 

Gat et al. 2013 

Expect sharper transitions below self-absorption and  
above cooling break 



Plateaus from energy injection? 

A magnetar as source of energy injection? 
Duncan & Thompson 1992, Rowlinson 2010, 2011, Metzger et al. 2010 , 
Gompertz 2013, ... 

 

Zhang et al. 2006 

Blandfrod & McKee 1976, van Eerten 2013 (in prep) 

(e.g. Panaitescu & Vestrand 2012) 



Conclusions 

• complex 2D dynamics, inhomogeneous spreading 

• boosted frames! 

• rich structure environment 

• range of initial conditions including magnetization 

• flares unlikely from FS – surrounding medium interactions 

• afterglow flares and early plateaus likely probe source 

• but the late plateaus and  `oddballs’ probe environment (?) 



END 
Some personal recommendations for review articles: 
 
Piran 2004, “The physics of gamma-ray bursts”                 
extended general review 
 
Nakar 2007, “Short-hard gamma-ray bursts”          
short GRBs only 
 
Granot 2007, “Structure and dynamics..”          
details on afterglow jets 
 
Lyutikov 2009, “Gamma-ray bursts: back to the...”         
Discussion of open issues 
 
Gehrels & Razzaque  2013, “Gamma-ray burst...”         
Fermi / Swift update 


